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The Olive Branch
Follow Giorgio and his adventures in this series of stories about a wondrous boy
who finds himself understanding life by solving problems with the help from his
family and friends. Giorgio and the olive branch debuts a young boy who wants to
share his love of the simple things in life. His intentions are well, but lead him to
get others involved in unfortunate events. Learning a lesson or two from the trials
he puts his loved ones through, the results always end with open arms and
praise.
The classic and controversial account of the origins of the Middle East conflict returns to print
More than a decade before Israel's New Historians revolutionized the study of Israeli history,
English journalist David Hirst wrote The Gun and the Olive Branch, a classic, myth-breaking
general history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Hirst, former Middle East correspondent of the
Guardian, traces the origins of the terrible conflict back to the 1880s to show how Arab
violence, although often cruel and fanatical, is a response to the challenge of repeated
aggression. The Gun and the Olive Branch is an absorbing, potentially controversial, history of
the Middle Eastern conflict that is indispensable to anyone with an interest in world politics and
by partisans of both sides

Can love bloom in the groves of Italy? Escape to Italy with The Olive Branch - the
irresistible new novel from Jo Thomas, author of ebook bestseller The Oyster
Catcher. 'I loved it!' Katie Fforde You can buy almost anything online these days.
For Ruthie Collins, it was an Italian farmhouse. Yet as she battles with a territorial
goat and torrential rain just to get through the door of her new Italian home, the
words of Ed, her ex, are ringing in her ears. She is daft, impetuous and
irresponsible. But Ruthie is determined to turn things around and live the dream.
First, though, she must win over her fiery neighbour, Marco Bellanouvo, and his
family... Then there's the small matter of running an olive farm. As the seasons
change and new roots are put down, olives and romance might just flourish in the
warmth of the Mediterranean sun. What readers are saying about The Olive
Branch: 'Characters that come to life and each chapter comes with a smile. An
uplifting and thoroughly enjoyable read providing a little escapism, a little
romance and a lot of determination' 'A heart-warming book you will find hard to
put down' 'A feel-good book. Great for a holiday read'
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used
OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps,
sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy.
'That, sir, had I been a man would have been a challenge If Madame will tell to me how
I offend, maybe I may make apology A Spanish nobleman on a mysterious mission, a
young English lady searching for her brother, an indomitable dowager on her own
private mission and a seriously wounded Scottish major. Their lives become
inextricably linked on a journey of mystery and adventure through war-torn Spain and
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